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AGENDA

P 1:00 to 2:40 pm     NRC presentation plus discussion

P 2:40 to 3:00 pm     BREAK

P 3:00 to 4:00 pm    Industry presentations

P 4:00 to 5:00 pm     Open discussions



OUTLINE

P Purpose/objective

P Current status

P 50.46 technical requirements

P Risk insights

P Possible near term options

P Additional feasibility studies

P Possible policy issues

P Schedule



PURPOSE/GOAL OF MEETING

P Provide status report on staff’s efforts to risk-inform 10 CFR
50.46

P Solicit feedback and comments



CURRENT STATUS

P Feasibility assessment of 50.46 which has resulted in --
< Possible recommendations for Commission consideration on risk-informed

changes which can be made to 50.46 in the near term (with plan and
schedule)

< a plan and schedule for possible further analysis on selected portions of
50.46 to determine feasibility of additional risk-informed changes (longer
term)

P Identification of possible policy issues for Commission
consideration pertaining to the recommendations on 50.46.



TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

50.46 -- An emergency core cooling system (ECCS) for
postulated LOCAs whose performance:

P Conforms to specified acceptance criteria, including the general
requirements of GDC 35, Appendix A,

P Is analyzed for a spectrum of break sizes and locations,
P Is based on the use of an acceptable evaluation model,
P Realistically represents the behavior of the reactor system, and
P Considering  the uncertainty in the calculations, assures the

acceptance criteria are not exceeded with a high level of
probability.



TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS (cont’d)

Appendix A (e.g., GDC 35), Appendix K 

P ECCS safety function be accomplished assuming a single failure

P Suitable redundancy to assure that for onsite electric power
system operation (assuming offsite power is not available) and
for offsite electric power system operation (assuming onsite
power is not available) the system safety function can be
accomplished

P The heat generation rates from radioactive decay of fission
products shall be assumed to be equal to 1.2 times the values for
infinite operating time in the 1971 ANS standard



RISK INSIGHTS

P Current estimates of the frequency of LBLOCAs (1E-5/cy and  
1E-4/cy  for PWRs and BWRs, respectively) are uncertain

P Since large breaks in the reactor coolant system pressure
boundary are very unlikely,  the reliability of the ECCS (and
containment functions) is generally sufficient to assure that
large break LOCAs (> 6 inches in diameter) are not significant
contributors to risk (e.g., CDF < 3E-5/yr and 3E-6/yr for PWRs
and BWRs, respectively)

P The conditional probability of LOOP given a LOCA is very plant
specific with current estimates ranging from 0.003 to 0.3



RISK INSIGHTS (cont’d)

P A LOOP occurring following a LOCA, is likely to be delayed (from a
few seconds to about a minute) rather than immediate

P Plant SSCs that were provided, at least in part, to cope with
design-basis LOCAs requirements (e.g., redundant safety
systems, containment design pressure, containment heat
removal capacity, equipment qualification envelopes) provide
defenses against a variety of severe accidents.

P Current ECCS acceptance criteria and evaluations of ECCS
performance may be overly conservative for LBLOCAs 
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OBSERVATIONS

P A risk-informed alternative to ‘50.46' should ensure that the
technical requirements that result in an ECCS reliability are
commensurate with the risk significance of the different LOCA
pipe break sizes

P Frequency of LBLOCAs not low enough to prevent elimination of all
large break LOCA sizes from the design bases.

P A LOOP occurring following a LOCA may present concerns not
currently addressed in design basis evaluations of LOCAs (e.g.,
double sequencing of safety equipment)

P The ECCS reliability established by the current technical
requirements is not commensurate with the risk significance of
the various LOCA sizes and unnecessary conservatisms may
exist in the requirements
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POSSIBLE NEAR TERM OPTIONS

P Revise the requirements for ECCS such that system reliability
would be commensurate with the frequency of challenge to the
systems.  This revision could include 
< Revising the simultaneous LOOP/LOCA requirement to apply the

simultaneous LOOP assumption to only the more likely pipe breaks.
< Revising the single failure criteria to specify system reliability consistent

with the frequency of the initiating event.
< Including a provision to allow redefining the LBLOCA if a licensee or applicant

can demonstrate its technical justification.

P Revise the decay heat curve requirements to improve the realism
of the analyses and to support the above changes.
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POSSIBLE NEAR TERM OPTIONS
(cont’d)
Possible technical work needed to support rule change --

P Analyses of LBLOCA frequencies (as a function of break size) and
conditional LOOP probabilities

P Analyses of LBLOCA frequencies (as a function of break size) and
conditional probabilities of core damage given a LBLOCA (i.e.,
identify system reliability targets)

P Analyses to identify model options and parameter values that
are acceptable to the staff, including an acceptable multiplier to
account for uncertainties.
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NEAR TERM OPTIONS (cont’d)
Possible safety benefits --

P Reduction in fast start and loading of diesel generators would
lead to improvement in emergency AC system
reliability/availability

P Use of a reliability analyses in lieu of the single failure criterion
would confirm, quantify and potentially enhance the element of
defense-in-depth related to safety function success probabilities

P Increase in operational margins due to lower decay heat may
reduce the likelihood of unnecessary plant shutdowns and
resulting thermal cycle on the plant

P More realistic technical specifications ease operational burdens
enabling operators to better focus on safety significant activities
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ASSESSING FEASIBILITY OF
ADDITIONAL RISK-INFORMED
CHANGES

P Examination of the 50.46 acceptance criteria 
< peak cladding temperature,
< maximum cladding oxidation,
< maximum hydrogen generation, 
< coolable core geometry and 
< long term cooling

P Examination of redefining the maximum pipe break size of a large
break LOCA design basis accident
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Examination of the 50.46 acceptance
criteria

P Main criteria are 17% equivalent clad reacted (ECR) and 2200oF
peak clad temperature

P Criteria are based on post-quench ductility and do not appear to
have large conservatism for fresh fuel

P  Recent position on adding high-burnup corrosion to transient
ECR is being tested for conservatism

P Other high-burnup effects on criteria are also under current
investigation

P Possibility of reduced ductility of newer alloys containing niobium
has not been fully investigated

P  No readily apparent unnecessary conservatism in 50.46
acceptance criteria with respect to cladding performance
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Examination of redefining the maximum
pipe break size of a large break LOCA

P Technical issues requiring resolution (feasibility)
presented at ACRS March 16, 2001 meeting
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POSSIBLE POLICY ISSUES

P Selective implementation

P LBLOCA Redefinition

P Single Failure Criterion
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SELECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION

P A risk-informed alternative rule represents a balance between
reducing unnecessary burden and employing safety enhancements
that addresses risk-significant concerns.

P Selective implementation of specific requirements within a rule
could allow licensees to preferentially reduce burden without
implementing the risk-informed changes that address risk-
significant concerns not currently addressed.

 
P Staff position: within the context of development of any risk-

informed alternative, no selective implementation be allowed
(consistent with Commission decision on 50.44)
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LBLOCA REDEFINITION
P The feasibility assessment has not yet been completed 
P Future work may establish the feasibility of redefining the LBLOCA from a “double-

ended rupture of the largest pipe in the reactor coolant system” to a smaller size, 
P Consider that wording be added to the risk-informed alternative of ‘50.46' to

permit a redefinition, subject to NRC approval if and when there is technical
justification to support such a change.

P Such wording, may include, for example:
< “hypothetical accidents that would result from the loss of reactor coolant, at a rate in excess of

the capability of the reactor coolant makeup system, from breaks in pipes in the reactor coolant
pressure boundary either up to and including a break equivalent in size to the double-ended
rupture of the largest pipe in the reactor coolant system or an alternate size approved by the
Commission.”  

P Would not need to proceed with another rule-making if and when technical
justification is developed.

P Approval could be plant specific or more generic, if justified. 
P Such a change represents a departure from a prescriptive specification of break

size, but provides flexibility and incentives for licensees to do the technical work
necessary to justify a different break size for their plant or plant type.
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SINGLE FAILURE CRITERION

P GDC 35 requires that the ECCSs safety function be
accomplished assuming a single failure. 

P Consider generic change and applicable to single failures of active
and passive components (e.g., apply to more than just the ECCS)
< risk-informed single failure criterion definition be applied uniformly in 10 CFR

Part 50
< assess its implication on safety and unnecessary burden reduction.
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SCHEDULE (OPTION 3 ACTIVITIES)

P Full committee meeting with ACRS (June 6-8, 2001)

P Issue paper, June 30, 2001
< Near term recommendations with rulemaking plan and schedule
< Additional feasibility studies (with plan and schedule)
< Policy issues

P Upon Commission approval
< Initiate rulemaking for near term recommendations
< Complete feasibility studies on remaining aspects of 50.46
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